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In the course of the 17th century, as the plague was raging throughout Europe, policey[1] began to play a
significant role. At this time it became a completely new instrument of governing and was to gradually ensure
the new secular sovereignty of kings and princes. These based their legitimation on being able to establish a
‘good order’ – a ‘good order’ for the wellbeing of those governed and for the wellbeing, the salvation and
welfare of the state. In modern Europe this meant new modes of ruling, which faced the difficult task of
governing large numbers of people. In the 17th and 18th century there were various attempts to implement
and assess this, so there were also different roles for policey accordingly: from the so-called “good policey” to
repressive policey to policey as an instrument of normalization. In the following I would like to focus on an
approach that culminated at the end of the 17th century: in this approach policey is conceived as a repressive
instrument of government dreaming the dream of the completely governable city. Not least of all, this dream
posited policey as the complementary opposite of the plague, the welfare of the state as the converse of
infection. The rigorous plague ordinances, which were to counter this infection, described the logic of
partitioning individualization and totalization, which turned policey at the end of the 17th century into a
repressive instrument of government.

Raison d’état
By the end of the 15th century, with the expansion of large territorial and colonial empires in Europe, the
problem of governing presented itself in new ways. The Reformation and the Counter-Reformation, with
their differing assertions of how to achieve personal salvation, exacerbated this, shattering outmoded
legitimacies. The medieval concept of unity marked by religion, the dream of a coherent empire came to an
end, and the political treatises of modernity began to argue over the best manner of rational government. The
idea of the raison d’état arose.
One of the central transformations in the direction of rational government related to the function of salvation:
not only as an individual goal, but specifically as the highest goal of the state. In the context of the Christian
salvific history, the ruler was to establish conditions that would allow people to leave their earthly, and thus
state existence to reach eternal beatitude close to divinity. Salvation was hence found outside the state in a
divine other world. The situation was quite different in the context of the interests of the state: here the goal
of governing was concentrated exclusively on the state itself. The object of governing were then the things,
the composition, the ‘nature’ of the state, in other words the territory with its geography, its traffic routes,
trade, the cities, and all of the human beings that lived on this territory. What was completely new here was
that governing was no longer ‘a matter of fact’, as divine providence, so to speak. Instead of understanding
governing as natural in the sense of a theological, cosmological continuum, in the context of the raison d’état
it now meant an art for the first time. “The ‘art of governing’ indicates the artificiality of a technique of
conducting.”[2] This art was thus a technology, as Foucault says: governmentality. With the raison d’état, the
figure of the prince, his passions and interests, were no longer the measure of the control of the state. In
comparison, the new art of governing consisted of developing its principles for the wellbeing of the state from
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the composition and constitution of the state itself. Whereas Machiavelli’s prince was still a ruler figure,
governing from above to below (to put it briefly), in the context of the raison d’état, the sovereign had to
conversely start from the territory and his subjects. Their well-being corresponded with his own and the
well-being of the state. If they were happy, then ‘good order’ and the felicity of all were possible. If they were
sick and died, however, then the state was also weakened and was ultimately not viable. Consequently, the
state was, in a metaphorical sense, only well and healthy, meaning sovereign, if the many were not sick or
dying. Well-being, happiness and prosperity could thus only be found within a state. The consequence of this,
in terms of what established the felicity of the people as rational, presupposed that they exercise obedience
towards the state ‘institutions’. In short, the medieval government of souls was transformed in the 16th and
17th century into a government of human beings.

Welfare State and ‘Good Policey’
If one wanted to govern the state, one must be familiar with it and as knowledgeable as possible about the
human beings living in the state. The French word ‘raison d’état’ clarifies what the intention was in the
beginning: the analysis of a state of being, a ‘stato’ or ‘état’, a manner of being constituted. In the term itself,
the state of being and the state as a constituted state converge. The ‘ratio’, at the same time, stands for a
knowledge about this state of being, not in order to preserve it, but to increase the powers of the state.[3]
Beyond notions of transcendence, it was thus a matter of the “immanence of power relations”.[4] A central
question here was: To what extent and in which way were the strengths of a state to be increased without
endangering internal order? And it was exactly for this that the policey was increasingly responsible beginning
in the 17th century. As stated previously, this was the point in time, when happiness, well-being and welfare
were no longer the goal, but rather the precondition for the survival and the strength of the state. It was only
when all was well for the people that the state could be strong and the sovereign could reign stably – hence
the idea of a welfare state, which only came into full force, however, in the course of the 18th century.
At the beginning of the 17th century the German word ‘policey’ was not understood as a concrete authority,
but rather as a “state of good order in the polity”: “‘Police existed’, where the citizen or subject behaved in an
orderly, modest, decorous, honorable manner, where living together in the polity was ordered.”[5] As stated in
a law from Nassau-Catzenellenbogen in Hessen, for instance, the welfare of a state is based, among other
things, on ‘good policey’.[6] Until into the 17th century, laws relating to policey were moral rules of behavior
set by the authorities, usually the municipality, and primarily regulations of duty to ensure the existence of
‘good policey’.[7] For the German states fragmented after the Thirty Years War, however, there is no unified
definition of what was understood as ‘policey’ in the period of the early welfare state.
In the course of the decline of the estate orders, city and landowning authorities took over the disposition of
law instead. There were developments in Germany here similar to those in absolutist France. Most of all, this
meant that landowners or magistrates could determine “policey matters of order” themselves, independent
from the emperor or king. This older policey already differed from a governing judicial body or military by
focusing on precaution and prevention.[8] The estate society was gradually reduced to an opposition of prince
and subjects, which led to private legal matters increasingly being subject to regulations of a ‘good order’, in
other words to policey regulations. To put it differently: regulations were the central political instrument for
ensuring a ‘good order’. State legislation on order soon regimented every area of life, from blasphemy to the
prohibition against thinning wine or the prohibition against wearing luxury clothing.[9]
What is important up to this point is that despite all the differences in the details of the subject matter, the
increasingly all-encompassing policey involved neither an institution nor a mechanism within the state.
Instead, as Foucault noted, with the decline of the estate order policey became “a governing technique
inherent to the state”.[10]
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Both Germany and Italy had difficulties not to be compared with France in the formation of a modern state,
and for this reason they also had the most negotiations about the raison d’état and policey.[11] Following
Foucault, however, I will nevertheless refer in the following primarily to French policey thinkers, who can in
turn certainly exemplify a European discourse.
As early as 1611, Loys DeMayerne-Turquet[12] proposed that the police should take care of “all the living
conditions of the people”, which did not mean that their area of responsibility should form a fourth pillar of
the state along with finances, army and justice. On the contrary: according to Turquet, policey should
specifically include finances, army and justice. At the same time, it should consider people and things “in
terms of their relationships”. Its task was consequently to ensure “intercourse” (“Verkehr”) among the people:
their communal life, property relations, trade and the work they do. Policey should also be responsible for
epidemics and accidents, which conversely meant for health. Policey thus oversaw the “living, active,
productive people”. In an all-encompassing, total way, it was to establish the administration of every single
human being.[13] Here it is already clear that in the context of the raison d’état, policey became an
instrument of totalization. However, this totalization, this all-encompassing regimentation specifically did not
effect a homogenization of all the inhabitants of a city. On the contrary: the other side of this totalization was
individualization. For in order to carry out a comprehensive control of a city or a country, the many must be
regimented as individuals. The countless policey regulations were not addressed to a group, not to the
inhabitants of a city as a whole: they were directed to the administration of each individual. Policey was thus a
technique of regimentation that, by becoming total, simultaneously individualized.
With this policey governing technology, the power and strength of the state was hence to be ensured. To this
end, a strong connection emerged between secular rationalizations and political “power techniques aimed at
individuals and constantly steering them”[14]. Viewing this comprehensive responsibility of the policey as
being solely repressive would be inappropriate, however. For policey was intended to cover the whole of life, so
that people could survive and live better. It was to safeguard the “comforts” and “amenities” of life, the ‘good
life’ and the felicity of the communality. In the second half of the 17th century, in fact all the areas of societal
life gradually became a matter of interest for the policey, which Turquet had still formulated as utopian
responsibilities.

The Establishment of the lieutenance générale de police in Paris
When Louis XIV had been king for just five years, although he was not yet ten years old, revolts began in
1648, especially in Paris, against the absolutist rule that had started under Louis’s father (Louis XIII) and
continued under the co-regency of his mother, Anna of Austria, ultimately under Cardinal Mazarin. The
frondes were primarily revolts of the French high nobility and the high judges of the parlement, the highest
court of Paris, who protested together against the ongoing curtailment of their authorities. Since around 1300
the parlement had been a traditional location of French jurisprudence and additionally had the crucial
administrative competence: namely the right to make rules that had the effect of non-legally regulated laws in
the area of responsibility of the parlement. In this way, district judges were also able to decree policey
regulations, which were in fact the central political instrument for securing a ‘good order’.
During the frondes the urban elite then fought within the framework of their powers against the attempts by
the crown to take over the political control of Paris, which in turn caused the regents and their entire court to
flee several times from Paris for longer periods of time and live in less luxurious circumstances in Saint
Germaine. Due to the outstanding role of the parlement, the frondes must also be seen as revolts of the
administration of Paris against a centralist curtailment of their rights. The revolts, in which the population of
Paris also took part, ultimately lasted thirteen years and only ended in 1661, specifically when Louis, at the age
of 23, took over sole rule, and thus all hopes of being able to make use of the still existent vacuum of power
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were destroyed.
Five years later the sovereign reacted to the revolts in a way that many called a coup d’état: in 1666 his Minister
Colbert named a conseil de police for Paris and then in the following year, in 1667, the office of the lieutenant de
police (after 1674 then the lieutenant général de police) was created. The first to assume the office was Gabriel
Nicolas de la Reynie, who continued to hold it for all of thirty years. This lieutenant general position in Paris
signified the establishment of an independent policey directly responsible to the crown. The major coup was
that this policey was completely separated from the judiciary and thus also from the revolting judges of the
parlement. This resulted in possibilities for intervention by the policey that were detached from legal decisions.
The Paris elite and thus the traditional public officials of administration were deposed in favor of a new
centralized control of the city and themselves subjected to sanctions.[15] With this coup the policey became
the direct instrument of the sovereign, an instrument that could exist not only outside the jurisdiction of the
judiciary, but potentially also outside that of the traditional legal system. It was not by chance that this coup
was called a coup d’état.[16]
At the end of his explanations about the emergence of the policey, at the end of the first year of his two
lectures on the History of Governmentality in 1978, Foucault also speaks of the policey as “direct
governmentality of the sovereign as sovereign”, which makes the policey a “permanent coup d’état”[17]. The
essential reason for this is that the laws of the policey did not correspond to those of the judiciary. For the
regulations of the policey were prohibitions and commands, which could be decreed in the name of the king
without the judiciary. In other words, they were a “transgression of the common law for the sake of the public
good” – as Gabriel Naudé formulated it in his theory of the coup d’état.[18]
This position of the policey simultaneously defined the understanding of the raison d’état at that time:
sovereignty guided by reason should not be subject to traditional law, but should itself steer the law as needed.
For this reason the coup d’état was not a break with the raison d’état, but instead one of its modes of action.
That meant that this coup d’état was immanent to the raison d’état, a legistated policy for establishing ‘good
order’ on behalf of a public good. The raison d’état was a manner of governing that did not have to subject
itself to traditional laws. If it could no longer make use of the laws, then the raison d’état could (violently)
defy them in “the name of the salvation of the state”[19] – or, as we will see, at least dream of the plague.
In the first decades of the Paris lieutenant general, however, there was no talk yet of comprehensive control.
This goal first arose around the turn of the century, parallel to the founding of a lieutenance de police in all the
larger cities of France (1699).[20] At that time, more and more apprehensions were expressed that Paris could
become a collecting basin of beggars, vagabonds, criminals and others, against which the state should exercise
greater social control. The discourse on measures for assuring general security then legitimized the increasing
control and surveillance attempts by the Paris policey.[21] Nevertheless, the desired control of the individual
city quarters did not succeed; the old corporatist control system of the elite was completely weakened at the
same time.[22] This resulted in new vacuums of power, which called forth not only the writings on policey
procedures by Nikolas Delamare a few years later. Delamare was the commissioner in Châtelet (for the Ile de
cité), the Paris communality, and he not only worked closely together with Nicolas de la Reynie, the
Lieutenant General of the police, they were also close friends. Delamare’s Traité de la police, a three-volume
practical book (beginning 1705, Volume III 1719), was written for the city policey in the provinces of France,
which began for the first time to be comprehensively centered on the sovereign in the sense of a ‘policey
state’.[23] This was intended, not least of all, to ensure that public order was maintained with the same rules
in every city. The new paradigm of this understanding of policey was prevention and surveillance. The
problems and delays in the ‘enforcement of the norm’, as it is called in history studies, produced dreams –
several years before the Traité de la police was published – of comprehensive control and surveillance, of a
completely governable city. Foucault finds traces of dreams like this written in contemporary plague
ordinances.
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The Dream of the Pestilent City
Foucault’s book Discipline and Punish was published in 1975, three years before his lecture cited earlier. At the
beginning of his famous chapter on panoptism, but virtually unnoticed by the reception since then, he writes
about one of the greatest threats not only to the lives of human beings, but obviously especially to the city and
thus to the state: the plague.
The political manner of dealing with the plague shows in an extreme way how totalization and
individualization interlocked, in other words how the government of the many was to be established through
the isolation and fragmentation of space.
However, Foucault does not only speak about the plague itself, about this highly infectious epidemic, which
after the first major outbreak in Italy in the mid-14th century later only occurred endemically in Europe
thereafter, locally and temporally contained. It usually came over cities like a sudden attack, wiping out a
major portion of the population within the briefest period of time. From the beginning, the plague was
experienced as a state of chaos and ungovernability. This was certainly due to the fact that until into the 20th
century medical knowledge about the plague was insufficient, and consequently few therapeutic possibilities
for fighting it were available. Apart from the coincidental fact that many cities went up in flames due to the
permanent wars of the 17th century, thus killing the rats whose fleas carried the plague, there were no means
to counter this illness.[24] During the periods when the plague raged in the 17th century in Europe,
substantial portions of the population were wiped out: in 1665/66 a fifth of the population died during the
Great Plague of London, in 1679 over 140,000 people died in Vienna in eleven months. At the next portent of
the plague, in 1713 Vienna was enveloped by a medical or plague cordon that simultaneously represented
Austria’s military border, which could only be crossed with a “health pass”. This was primarily intended to be a
plague barricade against the Turks, who were suspected of intentionally carrying the plague into Europe.[25]
Seven years after this successful plague defense, the last major plague epidemic broke out in Europe. Despite
many years of successful quarantine and control measures, it could not be prevented that the plague was
brought to Marseilles in 1720 by a merchant ship from Syria. Over half the population of the city, at least
50,000 people, succumbed to the plague within two years, because despite the existing legal possibilities, the
authorities failed to take appropriate precautions in time. Once the first cases of the plague became known,
which even the physicians often kept secret, the municipality acted contrary to the royal health counsel.
Wealthy people fled from the city, as did the police officers, the hospital administrators, the apothecaries and
midwives, and also the judges and notaries. It was not possible to set up a military health cordon before the
plague had already spread throughout the entire Provence.[26] – This is just a small impression of how little
the dream of efficiency and control was actually realized in a situation of threat like this. This outbreak of the
plague in Marseilles in the early 1720s, however, was also the last major outbreak of this kind in the western
part of Europe. In the east, on the other hand, the plague raged again in 1770 in Moscow and then again in
1841 in the Balkans. Historians attribute the end of epidemic occurrences of the plague in the west to the
preventive and acute “measures of self-protection”[27] of plague cordons and quarantine measures. The
bureaucratic governmental technologies began to prevail.
Foucault considers the example of an early French plague ordinance from the end of the 17th century, in
which the measures were stated that were supposed to be taken “when there are signs of the plague in a
city”[28]. In other words, this is a plague ordinance precisely at the time when a lieutenant de police was
established in every larger French city and when not only the absolutist police began to dream of
comprehensive control. Ordinances were, as previously mentioned, one of the means of the policey
instruments and thus direct possibilities of intervention for the king for governing in the sense of a permanent
coup d’état.[29]
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In fact, the plague ordinance that Foucault describes does not dictate solely preventative measures, but most of
all strategies and techniques of control in dealing with the plague that has already broken out. Specifically, this
means that what was to be controlled and regulated was the infection, the touch, the contact of bodies. The
means to this end was the quarantine of the entire city. To prevent infection in the cordoned city, space had
to be first of all and repeatedly subdivided. The city was closed off to the outside and divided up inside into
quarters. All stray animals were killed. No one was allowed to leave their house, their apartment, without
permission – under the threat of death. One intendant was responsible for overseeing each respective quarter,
a syndic was responsible for each individual street. If he left his street, he was also faced with execution. Food
rations had to be distributed without touching between those giving and those receiving. If leaving the house
was absolutely necessary, it had to be done at certain fixed times, so that there would be no encounters with
others. Every action and every change of the body had to be constantly monitored and was subject to
continuous personal and external control. Once each day all the residents had to come to a window, those
from the rear buildings to an assigned window opening to the street, to show themselves and publicly provide
information about their condition: “whereby the inhabitants must speak the truth under penalty of
death”.[30] For it was only at an advanced, usually bedridden stage that the physical traces of plague boils
could be seen. Those who did not appear at the window were either sick or already dead. Controlling all of
this naturally required complete registers and lists of residents, which had to be prepared at the beginning of
the “enclosure” according to itemized categories such as name, age and sex. In addition, the cleaning of each
house was prescribed according to an exactly detailed schedule, the same for the handling of smelling
substances to smoke out the contaminated air from the rooms and houses.
According to Foucault, this scenario of fighting the plague corresponds to a comprehensive “model of
discipline”. “The relationship of each individual to his illness and to his death runs through the instances of
power”[31], which means that each person is separated and doubly threatened in the coerced relationship to
his/her body and life: by the plague and by the state power. A plague ordinance of this kind was consequently
a completely repressive model of discipline that governed in a solely negative way through prohibitions and
threats of death. Public welfare was not established through a ‘good life’ for individuals, but instead the many
were individualized in a total control for the survival of the good and thus sovereign order. Since the illness
could not be healed in individual bodies, at an outbreak of the plague the ‘large body’ was obviously to be
healed through the metaphorical ‘medicine’ of surveillance and discipline. Hence the plague was not by itself
the greatest possible threat, but was in the idea of a comprehensive policey authority also specifically the
condition that promised the greatest possible healing with the right governemental medicamentation. And
that which was imaginarily healed here was not the individual, the invalid, but rather the state. For in
absolutism, the state is only metaphorically ‘healthy’, when it can establish ‘good order’ for its own well-being.
And since the goal and purpose of the coup d’état was the salvation of the state, the immunization of
sovereignty, the counterpart of a policey of the coup d’état was the plague. It represented the best possible
reverse, which was, however, usually only dreamed of and imagined as the ideal disorder and chaos for testing
comprehensive discipline and surveillance. In an extreme case like the plague, total surveillance and
individualization thus became an immunization strategy of power.
Plague and quarantine were, according to Foucault, not the rule, but rather an “exceptional situation”[32], in
some measure a model of exercise. In any case they were a “trial [Org. épreuve] for the ideal exercise of
disciplinary power”, the “utopia of the completely governable city” and thus of society.[33] Exactly this dream,
however, did not come true in the 18th century, not only because the elite were the first to flee the city to
escape the plague, but also because a comprehensive surveillance by the state with the policey as governing
technology could not be enforced against the resistance of the developing idea of a bourgeois subject.

The End of the Welfare Policey
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Johann Heinrich Gottlieb von Justi, one of the most influential German police scientists, summarized the
dilemma of policey at the time in the mid-18th century: it had to increase the power and strength of the state
and simultaneously establish the happiness and ‘good life’ of the individual. The “central paradox” of the raison
d’état policey consisted specifically in the task of “developing the constitutive elements of the life of individuals
so that their development also fosters the strength of the state”.[34] This comprehensive concept of policey,
which comprised both welfare care and protection from dangers under ‘good order’, thus equating policey with
internal administration, underwent “a defining constriction in the course of the 18th century”[35]. At this
point welfare came into the foreground, albeit without relinquishing an unlimited claim to administration. All
areas of life were regarded as ‘policeable’[36]. Von Justi also propounded this idea as professor for policey
science in Göttingen. The enlightened, eudaemonic utilitarian policey ultimately took over exactly the area
previously covered by the Christian concept of charity.
Von Justi also investigated the “culture of countries”[37], which corresponded to a further meaning of the
concept of “policing” that this assumed in the welfare state of the 18th century: namely in the sense of polite –
courteous, insightful, considerate. However, this no longer related to a situation such as it was still in the 16th
and early 17th century, but instead to the activity of the policey state apparatus. The designations “well policed
community” or the “policed (or polite) man”, etc. go beyond the meaning of a ‘good order’ and convey in the
18th century “as much as ‘delicacy’, ‘courtesy’ and ‘beauty’”. Modes of subjectivization were also mentioned in
this context, as an “evidence”, source from 1770 spoke of “internal policing of men and states”. ‘Policing’ in
these meanings was to be understood in the sense of superiority, separate from that and those which were not
policed, do not police themselves. Consequently, it was a matter of a “finer culture and civilization, rising up
out of the raw and barbaric”.[38] It would be interesting to more closely investigate this process of
transformation in the understanding of policey in the 18th century in conjunction with the imaginary images
of being civilized up into the 20th century.
At the end of the 18th century, however, policing as a comprehensive and, unlike jurisprudence, unlimited
administrative activity increasingly came into conflict with the notion of a free bourgeois subject, whose
private sphere the state’s governing was not to enter into. Voices were increasingly raised, which argued for
redefining the purpose of the state and massively limiting policey. The state administrative activity was
gradually constrained by excluding eudaemonic competence. The ‘felicity’ of each individual was no longer to
be incumbent upon ‘good policey’. Contrary to this, the limited field of the policey was now to focus only on
security, specifically understood also as the “security of the freedom of the citizens”[39]. Protection from
danger was once again on the agenda of the policey, but now without welfare.[40] The relationship was thus
inverted: individual striving for happiness took the primary position, while the state, including the policey,
was to ensure the protection, aid and security of this striving and not to limit or prevent it entirely. Divested
of its task of securing felicity, policey was again responsible for preventive protection against danger. It was to
take until well into the 19th century, however, for this kind of “material police concept” to prevail. Hence the
theory of policey as a scientific discipline also came to an end in Germany.[41]
In conclusion, one more remark that can unfortunately only remain a suggestion: in his reading of von Justi’s
writings, Foucault emphasizes his outstanding role in the history of policey also because he was, in Foucault’s
view, the only one who focused on the population and not on the individual. In this way, von Justi marks a
transition from the raison d’état to that which Foucault calls ‘biopolitics’. This primarily involves regulative
interventions in the behavior of individuals in order to be able to govern them through self-conduct, not
repressively, but productively: in other words, always also that which Foucault calls ‘modern governmentality’.
This governability also includes the ‘medicinische Policey’, on which Johann Peter Frank published the first
systematic work at the end of the 18th century in Vienna. Like Delamare’s writing, it was intended as
instructions and not as a utopia. This “first great program of a public health system”[42] comprised an idea of
medical order that functioned in a way completely different from in the centuries before. It was oriented to
statistics, probabilities and calculations of risks. The ‘medicinische Policey’ did not operate by means of
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disciplinary norms, but rather by means of calculating the normal. With a view to normalization, this health
policey was ultimately capable of dealing with a different epidemic in a way that was completely different from
the way the plague was dealt with: smallpox. The preventative inoculations against it that were carried out in
the same year that the plague raged for the last time in Marseilles. The primary aim of health policey actions
was no longer to prevent smallpox and ensure the well-being of the state through a comprehensive system of
control and surveillance. Inoculating people with the very same poison that caused the illness , first using the
human pox virus, but then the less dangerous cowpox virus, was an attempt to save people from dying of
smallpox, although at the risk that some people might not become immune through the inoculation and
would therefore or nevertheless die. But that is another story.[43]
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